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Severral potential disasters affe
ected the global financial
markets in the first three month
hs of 2011. After
A
a year in
n
h we experien
nced three distinct moveme
ents of growth
h
which
and d
decline, the firsst quarter of th
he new year co
ould have been
n
a nicee time for investors to take a breath. The reality
r
was justt
the opposite.
d wake up on
n
If onee were to fall asleep on Jaanuary 1st and
March 31st their re
eaction regarding the return
ns experienced
d
heir investmen
nts during thaat period wou
uld have been
n
by th
surprrising joy. The large companyy dominated S&
&P 500 gained
d
5.9%,, and the small cap driven
n Russell 2000
0 rose 7.94%.
Thosee gains are accceptable for an
n annual return
n, let alone forr
one q
quarter, and in
ndicate the Jan
nuary through March period
d
was a success.

performed the
The Russell 3000 Value indexx slightly outp
wth index for tthe quarter. A
Among sectorss,
Russeell 3000 Grow
Energgy, Industrial, and Health C
Care stocks ou
utperformed all
othe rs, while Con
nsumer Staplees, Technologgy, and Utility
d.
As for international equities, the
comppanies lagged
deveeloped marketts edged out the return of emerging
markkets.
e,
Figurre 1.1 is a maatrix of the reeturns experieenced in Large
Mid, and Small cap
p indexes acro
oss Growth, Bleend, and Value
quarter of 2011
1, and the full year of 2010.
style s for the first q
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011 was far mo
ore interestingg
Howeever the experrience of Q1 20
and aanxiety filled th
han our sleepin
ng investor perceived. From
m
Febru
uary 18 to Marrch 16 the S&P
P 500 fell 6.1%
%. Surroundingg
this ttime we were stunned by th
he events of the
t tsunami in
n
Japan
n that led to
o the Fukush
hima Daliichi nuclear plantt
meltd
down, civil revolt in Egypt,, civil war in Libya, and a
Europ
pean debt crisis that bubbled
d up again. The
ere was plentyy
of reaason to becom
me downtrodd
den and sell into the turmoil
and ccompound the losses.
e indexes forr
From September through mid‐‐February, the
d large compaanies in the U..S. were all up
p
small, medium, and
20%. That retu
urn was stagge
ering considering a headache
e
over 2
still eexisted from th
he 2008‐2009 recession. Markets tend to
o
take a breath after extended ru
uns and typicaally sell off, orr
eat to a trend line for averagge growth thatt
“correct”, and retre
ore realistic. In
nvestors, both
h institutional and
a individual,,
is mo
were waiting for a decline but as is often the case they did
d
oresee the eve
ents that would
d trigger the co
orrection. It iss
not fo
fairly common to have a geo‐political or surprisse event spookk
investtors, and begin the momentum for a susttained sell‐off.
When
n profit taking ensues, fear caan become pan
nic.
ng the first quarter
q
of 20
011, even with significantt
Durin
headllines, the markket did not sevverely correct, and was quite
e
resilieent. The volatility allowe
ed some inve
estors to take
e
advan
ntage of the dip, and buy into the market at slightlyy
lowerr prices than th
he previous month. Investors mostly had a
positiive experiencce for the quarter and felt pleased
d
regarrdless if they were
w
trying to time the ups an
nd downs, or iff
they w
were simply ho
olding position
ns from start to
o finish.
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6.5%

5.9 %
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Laarge

15.5% 15.1% 16.7%

Mid

7.4%

7.6 %

7.9%

M
Mid

24.8% 25.5% 26.4%

Small

6.6%

7.9 %

9.2%

Sm
mall

24.5% 26.9% 29.1%

Fixedd income seccurities performed modesttly during the
quartter as a resu
ult of interest rates inchingg higher. The
Barcllays Capital Agggregate Bond
d Index2, which
h measures the
perfoormance of th
he taxable bon
nd market, gen
nerated a 0.4%
%
returrn, and the BarCap Municipaal Bond Index rrose 0.5%. The
yield on the bencchmark 10‐yeaar Treasury bo
ond rose from
m
% to 3.45% du
uring the quarrter. Most observers believe
3.30%
the FFederal Reservve’s purchase o
of Treasury securities as parrt
of itss current quaantitative easing program h
has resulted in
mainntaining a low interest rate environment. This was the
intenntion of the Fed
o fruition.
d and came to
ding a Base
Build
Overr time, we havee seen the maarket reach new
w heights, then
retreeat, only to m
make higher highs in thee future. The
chall enge is defining when that new high willl occur. Aside
m outright default, investor feear is more clo
osely associated
d
from
with time than it iss to the currentt investing envvironment. The
h money when
inabiility of an inveestment to prroduce enough
her it is 10 yeaars from now o
or tomorrow, is
you nneed it, wheth
an esssential concerrn.
The pperception thaat an investmeent will not fall below a base
valuee is incredibly iimportant to th
he psyche of an investor.

This can be measured in terms of the book value of an
investment. Once a base level is solidified, investors are
more comfortable placing their savings into the market and
no longer withhold capital in fear of significant investment
loss.
The case we make today is that the market has achieved a
base level and downside equity risks seem contained given
various sources. The downside potential may be reduced by
resources from governmental intervention, individual
investor cash savings, and a change from conservative
corporate capital spending habits. These factors provide an
opportunity for reinvestment that will support current
market levels, and drive growth in 2011.
We can note several sources from which investment capital
may flow.
(1) Pension funds are evaluating their
overweighting to bonds, and will likely shift their asset
allocation models from bonds to stocks in an effort to keep
pace with actuarial assumptions. (2) Corporate cash holdings
are historically high3 and seem poised to be redeployed for
either capital expenditures or acquisitions. (3) Mutual fund
flows have turned toward equity funds, and away from
money market and bonds4. Lastly, (4) dividend increases
have become more fashionable as corporations are in a
better position to pass along this benefit to shareholders.
This is significant as we have seen that dividend paying
companies have out performed non‐dividend payers by 7%
per year over the past 40 years5.
In our opinion, the combination of dividend increases,
pension funds, foreign and U.S. corporate investing, along
with the change in sentiment among long‐term retirement
oriented investors in defined contribution plans, provides a
floor to the value of the stock market today. However – here
is the hedge – the backdrop of government budget challenges
and the potential slowing of recent economic momentum can
impact upside returns.
Our conclusion is the market has reached a level of stability
based on notable factors, but has some restrictions holding it
back from a complete breakout to the upside. This confirms
to long‐term investors that they should feel comfortable
placing capital into growth oriented investments, and favor
stocks over bonds. It is challenging to be bearish at this time,
and there are more fundamental reasons to believe equities
will outperform over the last three quarters of the year.

Past performance is no guarantee of future results. Indexes are unmanaged,
do not incur fees or expenses and cannot be invested in directly. Investing in
sectors may involve a greater degree of risk than investments with broader
diversification. International investments are subject to additional risks such
as currency fluctuations, political instability and the potential for illiquid
markets. Investing in emerging markets can accentuate these risks.
The information contained herein is obtained from sources believed to be
reliable, but its accuracy or completeness is not guaranteed. This report is for
informational purposes only and is not a solicitation or a recommendation
that any particular investor should purchase or sell any particular security. All
expressions of opinions are subject to change without notice.
The opinions voiced in this material are for general information only and are
not intended to provide specific advice or recommendations for any
individual. To determine which investment(s) may be appropriate for you,
consult your financial advisor prior to investing. All performance referenced
is historical and is no guarantee of future results. All indices are unmanaged
and cannot be invested into directly.
Securities offered through LPL Financial, member FINRA/SIPC. Investment
advice offered through Centurion Asset Management LLC, a registered
investment advisor and a separate entity from LPL Financial.
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Fig 1.1 Style Returns: Style box returns based on Russell Indexes with the exception of the Large‐Cap
Blend box, which reflects the S&P 500 Index. All values are cumulative total return for stated period
including the reinvestment of dividends. The Index used from L to R, top to bottom are: S&P 500 Index
(Index represents the 500 Large Cap portion of the stock market, and is comprised of 500 stocks as
selected by the S&P Index Committee), Russell 1000 Value Index (Measures the performance of those
Russell 1000 companies with lower price‐to‐book ratios and lower forecasted growth values), Russell
1000 Growth Index (Measures the performance of those Russell 1000 companies with higher price‐to‐
book ratios and higher forecasted growth values), Russell Mid Cap Value Index (Measures the
performance of those Russell Mid Cap companies with lower price‐to‐book ratios and lower forecasted
growth values). Russell Mid Cap Index (The Russell Midcap Index includes the smallest 800 securities in
the Russell 1000), Russell Mid Cap Growth Index (Measures the performance of those Russell Mid Cap
companies with higher price‐to‐book ratios and higher forecasted growth values), Russell 2000 Value
Index (Measures the performance of those Russell 2000 companies with lower price‐to‐book ratios and
lower forecasted growth values), Russell 2000 Index (The Russell 2000 includes the smallest 2000
securities in the Russell 3000) Russell2000 Growth Index (Measures the performance of those Russell
2000 companies with higher price‐to‐book ratios and higher forecasted growth values).

Market Returns: All data represents total return including the reinvestment of dividends for stated
period. Index: MSCI – EAFE; provided by: MSCI – gross official pricing. Index: UK; provided by: MSCI –
gross official pricing. Index: Europe ex‐UK; provided by: MSCI – gross official pricing. Index: Japan;
provided by: MSCI –gross official pricing. Index: Asia ex‐Japan; provided by: MSCI – gross official
pricing. Index: S&P 500 Index; provided by: IDC.
2
Barclays Capital Aggregate Bond Index: a market‐capitalization weighted index of which the securities
in the index are weighted according to the market size of each bond type. Most U.S. traded investment
grade bonds are represented. The index includes Treasury securities, Government agency bonds,
Mortgage‐backed bonds, corporate bonds, and a small amount of foreign bonds traded in U.S.
Barclays Capital Municipal Bond Index: A broad‐based, total return index. The Index is comprised of
8.000 actual bonds. The bonds are all municipal issued investment‐grade, fixed‐rate, long‐term
maturities (greater than two years) and are selected from issues larger than $50 million dated since
January 1984. Bonds are added to the Index and weighted and updated monthly, with a one‐month
lag.
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Source: Ned Davis Research
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Source: Morningstar, as of 2/1/2011
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Source: Ned Davis Research
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